SEA Conference Program Schedule
Saturday, February 21, 2015
8:30 am - 1:30 pm
Trustee Science Center, Drury University

8:30-9 am  Registration & Breakfast

9-9:45 am  Breakfast Keynote: Jeremy Rabe
            Dream It, Believe It, Achieve It

9:55-10:40 am  First Breakout:

Kelley Still – Pricing Your Work

Brannon Wiles – Behind The “Behind the Scenes:” A Producer’s Perspective

Ingrid Gerdes – Diversity and collaboration for a well-rounded career as an Indy musician

10:40-10:50 am  Break

10:50-11:35 am  Plenary Session

Jennifer Murvin, Cole Closser, and Robert Westenberg – Graduate Studies in the Arts: Costs and Benefits of the MA/MFA (Money, Creativity, Sanity)

11:35-11:45 am  Break

11:45 am-12:30 pm  Third Breakout:

Nathan Shelton – “Living the Dream”(Identifying, setting, and achieving goals to achieve success as a film and theatre artist.)

Gayle Harper – Support Your Dream and It Will Support You

Ron Tanksi – A Career in Music: Working to Make It or Making It Work

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm  Lunch Keynote - Doug Johnston
                      Practice Makes Practice